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Today's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find this ceremony - a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremony, you may wish to read the hi torical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There also is a brief description and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administration. The platform parry consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremony. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins; please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. And, out of respect for the ceremony, please turn off all cellular phones and electronic devices before the procession. Later in the ceremony, the audience is requested to remain seated when the graduates come forward to be recognized individually. We will have a photographer in place to take each graduate's picture. We also would like to a k that after the gra<luates cross the stage and return to their seats, everyone in the audience remain seated until the ceremony is over. When the President closes the ceremony following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is requested to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater until the platform parry and faculty have reces eJ. Once again, welcome to the Commencement Exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Family of faculty, staff and students. 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Yi Po Chiu 
Prof. Michael Castellani 
Prof. David Cusick 
Prof. Janet Dooley 
Prof. Neil Evans 
Prof. Andrew Gooding 
Prof. Mary Grassell 
Prof. Tamara Gravano 
Chief Marshal 
Professor Dan Hollis Assistant Chief Marshals 
Professor Nicole Perrone 
Professor Janet Dozier Faculty Marshals 
Prof. Elizabeth Hanrahan 
Prof. Lisa Heaton 
Prof. Tom Hisiro 
Prof. Brian Hoey 
Prof. Thelma I aacs 
Prof. Paula Luca 
Prof. Frederick Mader 
Prof. Margie Mclnerney 
Prof. Karen McNealey 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Prof. Sherri Stepp 
Prof. Barbara Tarter 
Prof. Nancy Tierney 
Prof. Paulus Wahjudi 
Prof. Susan Welch Chief Usher: Professor Susan Booton Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Jeanne Widener 
Di tinguished members of the Marshall University faculty serve as Commencement Ushers. Readers 
Professor Daniel Holbrook, Professor Robin McCutcheon, 
Professor Bumis Morris and Professor Harlan Smith 
Shelby Ard 
Matthew Bradley 
David Elias 
Hunter Ellison 
Montana Gatens 
Hillary Herold 
Jacob Hunt 
Disclaimer: 
John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps 
Professors Wendell and Linda Dobbs, Directors 
Marlee Kai ·er 
Emily Kingery 
Jacob Lambert 
Kelsey Larck 
Megan Lewis 
Mary Milam 
Joe Bob Price 
Barbara Schoener 
Chelsea Smith 
Aaron Sowards 
Jonathan Sowards 
Shelby Varner 
Madison Withrow The list of May deKJ'ee candidates in this program is tentative based on the anricipared successful completion of cuurses underwken during the Spring Semester 20 I 7. This clocumenc should not be used as an official record for May candidates. 
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The 180th Commencement Program 9:00 a.m. Ceremony President Jerome A. Gilbert, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Commencement Band Brian 0. Walden, Conducting Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem .......... ............................................................................................. Hillary L. Herold Master's Degree Candidate Invocation ......................................................................................................... Rev. Benjamin E. Wells Campus Minister Opening Remarks ..................................................................................................... Jerome A. Gilbert President Greetings ........................................................................................................................ James R. Bailes Vice Chairman, Marshall University Board of Governors Matthew R. Jarvis Student Body President Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................................... President Gilbert Commencement Address ............................................................................................... ]. Mark McVey Broadway Performer Recognition of Honored Faculty ............................................................................. Paige Muellerleile Chair, Faculty Senate Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors .......................................... Gayle L. Ormiston Provost and Senior Vice President Recognition of Honors College Graduates .............................................................. Nicki J. LoCascio Honors College Dean 
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Presentation of Associate and Bachelor's Degrees 
College of Science by Dean Charle C. Somerville 
Regents Bachelor of Ans by Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing 
Studies, David]. Pittenger 
College of Information Technology and Engineering by Dean Wael Zatar 
College of Bu iness by Dean Robert R. Simpson 
College of Arts and Media by Dean Donald L. Van Horn 
College of Education and Professional Development by Dean Teresa R. Eagle 
College of Liberal Arts by Dean Robert B. Bookwalter 
College of Health Professions by Dean Michael Prewitt Conferring of Degrees ............................................................................................... President Gilbert Moving of the Tassel Presentation of Graduates Alumni Association Greetings .............................................................................. Benjamin M. Sandy
President, Marshall University 
Alumni Association Board of Directors Closing ......................................................................................................................... President Gilbert Alma Mater .......................................................................................................................... Ms. Herold Recessional .................................................................................................. Platform Party and Facu Icy The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and w remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
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The 180th Commencement Program 
2:00 p.m. Ceremony 
President Jerome A. Gilbert, Presiding Music from the Era of Chief Justice John Marshall John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps Wendell and Linda Dobbs Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem ...................................................................................................... Hillary Herold Master's Degree Candidate lnvocation ......................................................................................................... Rabbi Jean Eglinton B'nai Sholom Congregation Opening Remarks ............................................................................................... Jerome A. Gilbert President Greetings ........................................................................................................... Joseph K. McDonie Secretary, Marshall University Board of Governors Recognition of Honored Faculty ........................................................................ Tracy Christofero Chair, Graduate Council Conferring of Degrees and Presentation of Graduates Alumni Association Greetings .................................................................................... Barry Taylor Marshall University Alumni Association Board of Directors Closing .................................................................................................................. President Gilbert Alma Mater .................................................................................................................... Ms. Herold Recessional ............................................................................................ Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested w be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and to remain seated until the /Jlatform party and faculty have recessed. 
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-9 a. m. Commencement Speaker 
J. Mark Mc Vey is a Son of Marshall who has forged anoutstanding career as a singer and actor on Broadway.Well known for his performances as Jean Valjean in "Les Miserables," Mc Vey made his debut on Broadway in that role, after having won the Helen Hayes Award for Outstanding Actor while on tour. T he first American to perform the role in London, he also gave performances with the Los Angeles Philharmonic and in the 25th Anniversary Tour of the show, for which he won the Ovation Award and BroadwayWorld.com Award. All in all, he has given more than 3,200 performances in "Les Mis." Mr. McVey's other Broadway appearances include Captain Walker in T he Who's "Tommy"; Tommy Tune's "The Best Little Whorehouse Goes Public"; and "Stairway to Paradise" with Kristin Chenoweth. Other New York accomplishment include the revival of "Chess" and "Hey Love," the critically acclaimed review of Mary Rodgers' music, which was conceived and directed by Richard Maltby Jr. J. Mark's national and international tours include "Carousel" and the Hal Prince production of "Show Boat." Regional successes include performances of "My Fair Lady," "South Pacific" and "Kismet." The artist made his Carnegie Hall debut with composer Marvin Hamlisch and continues to perform with numerous symphonies in the U.S. and around the world. He has also been seen on television many times, including on "America's Got Talent," "Huckabee" and "All My Children." He made his PBS debut with the Boston Pops and followed that appearance with a PBS Christmas special for the U.S. military troops, in which he was featured with Hamlisch and the National Symphony Orchestra. He also appeared in the PBS special "A Tale of Two Cities in Concert." McVey's participation in the Tran -Siberian Orchestra recording, "The Lost Christmas Eve," earned him a double-platinum record. He also has three solo CDs: "Broadway and Beyond," "If You Really Knew Me," and "One Among Few," as well a family CD, "The Mc Vey Family Christmas." Observers of the theater have given Mc Vey accolades, including the following: • "Mark McVey is a wonderful heroic tenor with flawless diction and superbrestraint as an actor." - Emily Van Hazinga - Boston Globe• "McVey ... displayed a command of character unparalleled on the stage"- Phil Gallo - Variety• "Mark Mc Vey i simply the best!! ... His vocal sound is superb, and his range isawesome ... Audiences adore him." - Marvin Hamlisch
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8 The President's Medallion and Grand Mace Marshall Uni,·er,iry rrace, it� origin;, to the founJing of the Marshall AcaJemy in 1837. The AcaJemy was named in honor of John Marshall, the fourth Chief Justice of the UnireJ Srates Supreme Court, who JieJ on July 6, I 35. The M;-irshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memnry of our namesake, who ha� heen Je,crihed hy moJern-day biographer, Jean EJwarJ mith, a noreJ member of the Marshall Univer,ity faculty, a, the "Definer of the UniteJ Scates Con,murinn." John Marshall was a man for the age, in an era that brought forth greatne s. Characreri:ed hy other, ,1< hefitting Thomas Rahinglon Macaulay', description, "He neither sought nor ,hunneJ gn:acness, and found glory only hecau,e glory lay in the plain path of Jury." Chief Justice John Marsh,111 served the upreme Court in that capacity from 1801 w 1835, the longest ,erving Chief Ju,rice in United Stares hi tory. He is widely regarded as having e,rabli,heJ a hroad interpretatiun of the Constitution of the UnireJ � rates, which esrnhlbheJ the Con,titutmn as the hasis of the American legal system anJ the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure as Chief Ju,tice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government ru,e to a lc\'el of importance commemurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branche,. John Marshall\ image is used prominently in both the Marshall Univer,ity President', Medallion and the (mmJ Mace of the Univer:,ity. The President's Medallion is the hadge of office for the pre,idency of M,mhall Unh·er,ity. It consists of a relief carving of the se,11 of the university, which fcarure, the I ikene,s of John Marshall. lt is worn by the President when he b participating in formal Uni,·er,1ty ceremo111e,. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol oi authority and leadershir, is carried by the Chief Mar ha! of the Faculty at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is made from a limb that fell from the OIJ Beech Tree in fronr of OIJ Main on the Huntington campus. The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. le was believed to have been more than 300 years old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. The cop of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting th,it teatures, on one side, the Seal of Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Grear Seal of the State of West Vir�inia. These features are surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is cre·tcd hy a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history nf rhe University - the towers of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the seal of Marshall College, and an American bison (commonly known as :-i huffolo), official mascot of the institution's achleric reams. The area immediately surrounding the four carving� features small clusters of beech nuts <1nd leaves. The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrnr ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the gap� in the ribbon wraps are G1n·ed beech lea,-cs descending in size. The base of the mace is protected by c1 gold-placed bron:e casting of beech leaf clu,ters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds ,1ml is 66 inches from the cor of the torch to the ba�e. Both the President's Medallion ;ind the Grand Mc1ce were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Mar�hall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well c1s an ,ire teacher in the public schools. 
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Faculty with 25 or more years 
of service as of May 2017 
ame College Matthew Carlton College of Science Ralrh Oberly College of Science David Cusick College of Science James Joy College of Science Ronald Childress College of Education anJ Professional Development Steven Mewaldt College of Liberal Arts Dennis Emmett Lewis College of Business Rebecca Johnson College of Arts and Media Ben Miller College of Arts and Media Gary Rankin chool of Medicine Marc Lindberg College of Liberal Arts Ronald Martino College of_ cience Janet Dooley College of Arts and Media Terry Fenger School of Medicine Philip Carter College of Health Professiom Karen Mitchell College of Science John Vielkind College of Liberal Arts Christopher Dolmet�ch College of Liberal Ans Diana Stotts College of Health Professions Linda Dobbs College of Arts and Media Margaret Brown College of Science William McCumbee School of Medicine James Riemer College of Liberal Ans Jo Dee Gottlieb College of Health Professions Donald Hall College of Education and Professional Development icholas Freidin College of Liberal Arts Patricia Kelly School of Medicine Shirley Neitch School of Medicine Linda Savory _ chool of Medicine Jamil M. Chaudri College of Information Technology and Engineering William Palmer College of Liberal Arts Camilla Brammer College of Liberal Arts Denise Landry College of Health Professions Wendell Dobbs College of Arts and Media Charles Bailey College of Am and Media Monica V,ilentovic School of Medicine Marcia Harrison-Pitaniello College of Science Marjorie Mcinerney Lewis College of Rusiness eil Arneson College of Education and Profession,il De,·elormenr Ron Titus University Libraries Laura Adkins College of Science John Drost College of Science Marie Veitia School of Medicine Dallas Brozik Lewis College of Business Ross Pattnn School of Medicine Henry Discoll School of Medicine Sasha Zill School nf Medicine G\\'enyth Hood College of Liberal Arts Edward Murphy I II College of Arts and Media Caroline Perkins College ofLiber,tl Am E,-clyn Puppltl-Cudy College of Science -MU Years 49 47 46 45 42 42 41 40 40 38 38 38 38 37 37 37 36 36 36 35 35 34 34 34 34 34 33 33 33 33 33 32 32 32 32 3 I 31 31 31 3 I 31 31 30 30 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 
Michael Castellani Rohert Behrman Rabah Boukhemis Eli:aheth Smith osratollah Chahryar- Namini D.1viJ HatfieldDa,·id MalloryMajed KhaderPeter Ma singJagannath V,dluriMichele SchiavoneLawrence Schmir:Richard BegleyJo�eph WerthammerDonald PrimeranoStephen PetranyJw,eph EvansKathleen O'HanlonJames LewisFrnnk GilliamRobert RubensteinTimothy BalchThomas Lin:Dae Sung HaDavid CastleberryAriyadasa AluthgeRohin WaltonJeremy BarriW. Edwin RinghamYuram ElicsurAlan Horwic:Dennis AnJersonMichael ortonDeanna MaderFrederick MaderGirmay BerhieElsa Mangiaru;iTtidd GreenHarlan Smith 11Mary GrassellPamela MulderMari;mna Linz College of Science College of Lihernl Arts School of Medicine College uf Arcs and Media College of Science College of Liberal Arr� College of Science University Libraries College of Arts and Media College of ciencc College of Liberal Arts College of Science College of Information Technology and Engineering School of Medicine School of Medicine School of Medicine School of Medicine School of Medicine School of Medicine College of Science College of Educr1cion and Profcssiunal 0evclopment University Libraries Cullege of Liberal Arts Lewis College of Busines� College of Arcs and Media College of Science College of Health Profession� College of Liberal Arcs College of Arts and Media School of Medicine College of Science College of Education and Professional De,·elopment College of Science Lewis College of Business Lewis College of Busines, College of Health Professions School of Medicine 'chool of Medicine Lewis College of Business College of Arts and Media College of Liberal Art.'.i College of Liberal Arts 29 29 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 25 25 25 25 25 25 
II 
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Recognition of Honored Faculty 
Retiring Faculty 2016�2017 Sandra Bailey Professor Timothy Balch As,ociate / Librarian 111 Stephen Cooper Professor LinJa Dobbs Profes�or Chri,rnpher Dolmetsch Renee Domanico Terry Fenger Mary Grassell Donald Hall Jane Hill Rebecca Johnson Christine Lewis Marc LmJherg Peter Massing Steven Mewaldt Eli:abcth Murray Anise Nash GeralJ Rubin Da,·id pudich Pamela Staton Jonathan Thompson Louis Watts Jeanne Widener Professor Associate Professor Prnfc·,or Pmfc�sor Professor Professor A,sistanr Professor Associate/ Librarian Ill Profc,sor Professor Professor Associate Professor Instructor Professor ln,tructor Prnfcs,or Associate Professor Professor A ,soc iate Profes,ur Secondary EJucation Library Communication Studies Music Modern Languages Pediatrics Foremics Art & Design Counseling English Journalism & Mass Communications Library Psychology Art & Design Psychology Forensics Internal Medicine Mathematics Managenient/Marketing Forensics Computer Science LeaJcrship Studie, ur ing 
Distinguished ervice Award 2016/1 7 Recipients Rehccca Johmon M ich,ief orrnn A,,ociate Professor Journc1lism & Mass Communications Profcs,or Chemistry 
Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2016/17 Recipient Eric Blough Professor Pharmaceutical cience, & Rcse:irch Mar hall and Shirley Reynolds Outstanding Teacher Award 2016/17 Recipient Kelli Prejean Associate Prnfe,sor English 
Pickens,Queen Teacher Award 2016/17 Recipients CHcgory Michaelson Assistant Professor Weisberg Division of Engmecring Robin Riner Associate Professor Sociology & Anthropology Nicole Wimton As�1,rant Pmfe,,or Pharm,icy Practice, Administratilm & Research 
Council of Chairs Award for Excellence in Teaching 2016/17 Recipient Amanda Thompson-Abbott Instructor Accountancy & Legal Environment 
Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2016/17 Recipients 
Senior Recipient in the Arts, Social Sciences, Humanities, Education, and Business Mark Zanter Prnfcs ·or Music 
Senior Recipient in Sciences and Technology J insong Hao A,sociatc Professor Team Award Carl Mummert El izabcth N iesc Michael Schroeder 
Junior Recipient Michael Woods Associate Professor Assistant Professor A ·sistant Professor Assistant Prnfessor Pharmaceutical , ciences & Research Mathematics Mathematics Mathem<1tics History 
Hedrick Faculty Teaching Fellow Award 2016/17 Recipient Herman Mays Assi,tant Profes,or Biological Sciences 
Hedrick Program Grant for Teaching Innovation Award 2016/17 Recipients David Trnwbridge Associate Professor History Dan I lolbrook Professor, Dcparcmen.t Chair History 
John & Frances Rucker Outstanding Graduate Advisor of the Year Award 
2016/17 Recipients Kimberly McFall Carl Mummert Assistant Professor Associate Professor Elementary & Second,iry Education Mathematics 
Sarah Denman Faces of Appalachia Award 20l6/l 7 Recipient Wendy Perkins Assistant Professor Criminal Justice & Criminology 
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Academic Heraldry The ;icaJemic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and �tudents at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. Standards for colleges anJ universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design anJ color appropriate for variou, degrees. As in meJieval times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. Modern acaJemic costume con ·ists of three parts: the gnwn or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The style of the gnwn denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing slee\'es which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. The Joctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the front and has \'elvet chevrons on the sleeves. While blcick is still the predominate color for Joctoral gown�, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote the wearer's university. The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denore the field of discipline in which the wearer's Jegree was earned. Doctoral tassels .Jre often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn hy many who hold the doctorate. While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from the. huulJers down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two color· of silk which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University hood is lined in green and white .Jncl edged with the appropri.Jte discipline color. A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Cude for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray Business Administration ................................ Drab Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac Economics ................................................... Copper Education ............................................... Light Blue Engineering ................................................. Orange Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown Forestry .......................................................... Russet Home Economics ....................................... M.Jroon Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue Phy sic.JI Education ............................... Sage Green Physical Therapy .............................................. Teal Public Administration ....................... Peacock 11lue Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink Science ............................................ Golden Yellow Journalism ................................................. Crimson Law ................................................................ Purple Social Science .............................................. Cream Social Work ................................................. Citron Library Science ............................................ Lemon Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet Medicine ....................................................... C:,reen Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray Music ................................................................ Pink At Marshall Uni,·ersity, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates rhc level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. 
Profile of Marshall University The early history of Mar ·hall University is filled with colorful events and reople. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic saga started in 183 7 when the good citizens ofGuyandorte and the farming country to the west - now the city of Huntington - decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngster:,. Tradition records they met at the home of John Laidley, who assumed leadershir of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new ,chool on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also had served for some time as a subscriptilm school for the area. le wasn't until March 30, l838, that the General As,embly of Virginia rassed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appninting Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from J,1mes and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth acre Im containing their log "academy." The price: $40. That land b now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new twn-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four room.,. It wa, completed by Fehruary, 1839. The fir t full school term was conducted in 1838-39. In 1850, the .-1cademy and its financial ohligations were accepted hy the Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. Due to financial problems the rroperty was sold at public auction in 1861. Ms. Salinri Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympachi:er and could not appear in court in his own hehalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the wrir, a small scholJI, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college - fulfilling a pro\'ision in the original deed from James Holderhy which specified it was to be used " ... for rhe express purpose of .in Academy (sic) rind for nu mhcr use." The building also wri, used as a hospital during part of the conflicr. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recogni:ed the need for an instirution co train teachers to serve the state's public schools. On Feb. 27, I 867, the Legislature voted apprornl of a bill esrablishing a "scare normal school'' to he located at Marshall College. In order w get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. I ,  1867, the school's regcnrs purchased the lot and building from Mr,. Mason for $3,600. The fir,t ses,ion of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, l868. In l905, construction was started on the final �ection of Old Main. This is the familiar "cowers" ,egrnent facing the main entrance to the campus on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Athletics got their srnrt at Marshall with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall terims originally were known as the Blue and Black, bur the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by l 904. In l 907. Marshall w;1s still strictly a ,econdary school. By l 912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in college. In 19 I 4, President Corbly recommended that " ... Marshall College should he made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name - a degree-cnnferring institution." The years ahead saw steady ricademic and physical expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. Marshall has an enrollment of about 14,000, a full-time instructional faculty of 771 and 303 part-time instructors. The small academy ha, become a major university, functioning through 11 divisions: Marshall University Graduate Cllllege, the College oflnformation Technology and Engineering, College of Business, College of Education and Professional Development, College of Arts and Media, College of Liheral Arcs, College of Science, Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine, College llf Health Professilms, Honors College, and 'chool of Pharmacy. Marshall has two major campuses - a main campus in Huntington and the Marshall University Gradume College in South Charleston - along with several learning centers including the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine; the Mrir,hallMedic.-11 Center; the Learning Re�ource Centerin Gilberr; the Teay, Valley Regional Center inPutnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center inPoint Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center inLogan; the Rohen C. By rd Institute for Ach-ancedFlexible Manufacturing, and the Puhlic HigherEducation Center in Beckley. 15 
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Class of 2017 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and tassels worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Green and White Cords and White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by Gold Cords and Tassels. The Cum Laude Graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. 
Summa Cum Laude 
Green and Whice Cord and White Tassel These students have attained an overall academic a\'erage of 3.85 to 4.00. Hannah B. Asebes Kristen Lee Baisden Emma Jane Bauer Amanda Dawn Be;im Kelsey Nicole Billurs Shawn Lucas Bowles Sara Elysabeth Brumbaugh Evan icholas Brumfield Lindsay Morgan Burley Brooke Taylor Christian Crysta Blatt Christian Sarah Lifcn Cole Mary Elizabeth Day Heidi Ruch Dennison Chase Wyau Dye Caroline Rachel Eckels Kody James Felix Justin Michael Freund Makala Jade Gilkerson Chelcie Danielle Gore Amber Nicole Govey Elizabeth Keenen H,mce Kristina Lynn Hanson Amanda Lynn Harvey Michael Joseph Haverty Olivia Grace Hay 
Magna Cum Laude Gold Cord and Gold Tassel William Anthony Hayes Ronica Taylor Hensley Samantha May l loliskey Jacoh T homas Howell Casey Marie Hudock Hailey Leigh Hughes Kylee Lynn Hurley David Renjamin Jones Zachary Dean Jones Robert Mark Judd Shefali Khanna Alexandra Mari Kiekover Mikayla Delrae Larzo Samantha Ann Lengyel Brian James Leonard Kasey EL1ine Madden Nadine Noel Maggard Cassidy Elizabeth May Clara Leann Maym1rd Ashton Dior Rae McNeil Lauren Patrice Mendez Chandler M. Milam Mary Katherine Miller Nolan Allan Miller Sophia Diana Mills Megan Jo Molnar Ashley Nicole Moore Derck Rodney Morgan Brandon icholas Murdock Mallory P. Newsome Jennifer Anne Niemann Taylor Jane Norman Jordan Leigh Parkhurst Emily Augusta Proctor Abigail Arnesen l�ullen Mohammed Iqbal Rana\·aya, 11 Lindsey Anne Rohertson Grace Colleen Rogers Matthew Tyler Sabo Amanda Laura Schwartz William Palmer Shaffer Samantha Kay Sheppard Eric Rus. ell Sias Callie Michelle Snodgrass Kelley Ann Spangler Levi Jacob Stalder Sean Joseph Sutherland Stephen Russell Sutphin David Patrick Tudor Catherine Marie Wirpcl T hese students have am1ined an overall academic average of 3.60 to 3.84. Bethany Christine Adkin, Brndley Ray Adkins Mark Edward Adkins Andrew Joseph Aiello Manhe\\' Ryan Anderson Peyton Zebulon Ballard Grayce Yuki Behnke Nurbol Bekerov Walker Todd Bennett Amber Dawn Bettis Lakin Eli:aherh Bissell Cayce Samantha Blankcn,hip Emma Lane Kathryn 11ostic Sarah Jane Bostic Laura Ann 11radley Pascale Anne Bristol Kayla Jo Burdette McKayla Jo 11urgess 
Ahigail Jean Burgroff 
Morgan Eli:abeth Byrne 
Lauren Elizabeth Camrhell 
Matthew Lawrence CarJwell 
Searra D,1wn Career 
Sarah Eli:abeth Cartmill 
Ellen Sumaia Castro 
Thomas Marshall Cavender 
Chrisrorher Blake Chadwick 
Brandy Lynn Clay 
Jennifer Ann Collin, 
Sh1111ley Danielle Crouse 
Timothy Austin Davies 
Virginia Cheyenne De Bolt 
Autumn Brooke Duzan 
Mariah Breanne Eberhart 
Michael Heath Fields 
'haron Eli:abech Fields 
Drew Ray Foglesong 
Jacob Lee Foster 
Caitlin Blair Fowlkes 
Taylor Paige Freeland 
Christin Gerwig 
Andrew James Gihb 
Samuel CopelanJ Gilmore 
Samantha Jo Gregory 
Susie Gunnels 
Ahigail Josephine Hall 
Moriah James Wynn Harman 
Krista icole Harris 
Christopher Paul Allen Holland 
Jarred Scott Hypes 
Carin Marie Ingram 
Cayman Marchelle Jarrell 
Kristen Nicole Jnrrett 
Cum Laude 
Red Cord ancl Red Tassel 
Jennn Louise Jenkins 
Allison Lee Kellerm,m 
Morgan Elizabeth Kelley 
Kayla Michelle King 
Ty Leah Kleppe 
Austin Michael Klueh 
MacKenzi Brynne Kyle 
Conor Jnmes Lannan 
Alexnndra icole Long 
Aw,tin Lee Loop 
Leslee Ann Lusk 
Christina Marie Lute 
Landon C. Marcum 
Gloriya Oimitrova Mavrovn 
Brittany Allison May 
Austin Wade McClanahan 
Trenton Alexander McCutcheon 
Rachael Shay McDowell 
Karianne Be<1trice McGrnw 
A Ice Scott Mel ntosh 
Bryan Michael Means 
Johnny Layne Midkiff, Ill 
Caitlyn Mnrie Miller 
Jennifer Nicole Miller 
Angelina Karaysn Mingo 
Brycen Forre,t Min ton 
Morgan K. Minut 
lhrahim A. Mohammed 
Zachary Aaron Montgomery 
Jillian Patricia Mullins 
Stacy Elizabeth Murphy 
Karima Yasmin Neghmouchc 
Amher Nicole Newman 
Anh Tran Que Nguyen 
Ashleigh Jordan O'Brien 
T he,e ,tudents have an m·ernll academic average of 3.30 to 3.59. 
Emmanuel James Ahu 
Chc,lc.1 Marie Andrade 
Molly A. Arthur 
Carey Railey 
Rena Nicole Bailey 
Morgan Nicole B,mdy 
Austin Graham Banb 
Andrea Michele Barnes 
Dustin James Barnett 
Zachary James Baumgmd 
Jae Lin Rerezo 
Alexi, Victoria Bess 
Kirstyn M::iken:ie Be·s 
Bradley Thomas Bickford 
Courtney Lynn Bird 
Anna Gayle Blakeman 
Da,·id E. Boggs 
Andrew Stephen Rnndi 
Kristin Lynn BoyJ 
Cody Lee Braley 
Luke Elliot Braunlich 
Alex,mdra Taylor Bright 
Lakin Paul Brooks 
Morgan Emily Brown 
Phuong Mai Bui 
Garrett Dale Buecher 
Alexandra Nicole Cadle 
Jasmin Marie Calcote 
Shelby Lin Camphell 
Kristi A. Carey 
Adam Thomas O' e::il 
Morgan Leah Peaycr 
Kelli Ann Poling 
Nathaniel Lewis Rainey 
Micah Sage Ray 
Sarah Kathryn Rice 
Savannah Katelin Rice 
Austin Heath Richardson 
Peyton Riddick 
Taylor Marie Riedel 
Michael Shane Robinson 
Rachel Ann Rollins 
Samantha Jo Ross 
Abdulh1h Othman Salem 
Keith Andrew Scheme! 
Courtney Noel Searls 
Drake Anthony Seccurro 
Nathaniel Ryan Shipe 
Jakeb Howard Shuck 
Caitlyn Marie Skaggs 
Katie Lemouine Snodgrass 
Tiffany Michelle Spry 
Tayler Lauren Stamey 
Kelly Jo, windell 
Amy Michelle Tennant 
Zana Brook Watkins 
Tiffani Brooke Webb 
Maria Rosalie White 
Danielle Breanne Wilkinson 
Casey Curtis Paugh Williamson 
Shelby Paige Wilmoth 
Jes,ica Marie Wingate 
Justin Bradley Wojcieszak 
Erin Shae Wroblewski 
Morgan Leigh Zerkle 
Hayden Luke Carpenter 
Jack Spencer Wilson Carpenter 
Matthew Ryan Carroll 
Amanda Nichole Caudill 
Shelby Alexandrn Cecil 
Damone Darryl Chang 
Todd Wesley Childers 
Jason Scott Chirgwin 
Lisa Ann Cibrik 
Courtney Elaine Clayton 
Kyle Austin Coate� 
Luke Evan Cooley 
Nath,m Scott Crouch 
Jerry Al.m Crum 
Tiffany Nicole Culhertson 
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Kc1ylee Morgc1n Dillon 
Morgan Alexandra Dixon 
Ryan Jacob Dotson 
Katelyn Marie Dunkle 
aaman Michael Dyer 
Brooke Alexandria Edwards 
Jessica Marie Edwards 
Emily Royce Egnacoff 
Ericc1 Lynn Engel 
Ethan Epstein 
Jordan Vincent Fanelli 
Jenna Eli:abeth Fields 
Jacob Steven Finney 
Jacbon Phillip Folwell 
Felicia L. Francis 
Zachary Ryan Gill 
Micheal Tyler Gilliam 
Leslie Ann Gillmeister 
Samantha Lynn Godby 
Alex Bryant Cole Goode 
Casandra Alexis Goodwin 
Leah Katelyn Gore 
Caitlin icole Graham 
Krystal Marie Gremillion 
Akhil Muna Gudivada 
Alyssa Brooke Hager 
Lukas Edward Hagley 
Tyler elson Hampton 
amantha Rae Hannabach 
Casey Lucinda Harker 
Gary Lee Harmon, Jr. 
Jacob McCampbcll Harrer 
1 icholas John I lc1rfield 
Alexis Briona Hayes 
Trenton Drew Haye, 
avannah Rose I lenry 
Michal Elizabeth I lohtettcr 
Troy Zachary Hoffman 
Tyler James I loffman 
Jonah Scott I lowerton 
Hayley Ann Irvine 
Jessica Lee Jame� 
Grace Marie Jarrell 
• pencer Wade Jerr
Joshua David Jobes
Calvin Marrhe\\' Jones
Samantha Lee Jones
Au�ton Orctta Jordan
Cody Harris Ka�o 
Mikaela Raye Keener 
Gabrielle Darby Kelley 
Franci, Taylor Kingston 
Jacqueline Marguerite Kuzma 
Amie BreAnne Lamberr 
Paul A. Langdon 
oah Andrew Lmch 
Anthony Weston Lawhlm 
Brian Lee Lmvhon 
Courtney Brianne Le,ter 
Morgan Eli:aheth Lewi, 
Caleb Shane Lind ey 
Jill Deni e Long 
Taylor D,micllc Long 
Courtney Nicole Looney 
Kiana Payton Maggard 
Claire Elizaheth Magic 
Anrhony Alexander Market 
Lindsey Renee McSwceney 
Breanne L. Morehead 
Sydney Paige Mullins 
Jamie A. Mulraney 
Rebecca Lynn Myslenski 
Kayla She,1 Ncl�on 
Son Bao Nguyen 
. cott David ihert 
Benjamin T homas Norris 
Mary Kmherine orton 
Mary Claire Odom 
Jennifer Grey Ogrin 
Aaron Earl Orr 
Da\·id Odatare Oye 
Chloe Danielle u:anne Par�emain 
Joan Elaine Phillips 
Erika Lynn Popp 
oah Ryan Porter 
Alex Michael Potter 
Brady Alexander Reymund 
Andrea Kri�ten Reynold� 
Darian Paige Riddick 
Alexi, Brooke Rinaldi 
Susan Kay Risinger 
Jessica Grace Roth 
Barbara Ellen Salmons 
Colby John Sayre 
Mary Hannah Scarbro 
Jessica Seidler 
Mcghan D. exton 
Zachary cott Shamblin 
Megan Lynn Shiner 
Rachel . Sleichter 
Matthew Paul Smiley 
Jacob Chance Smith 
Harold Ray Sowards, II 
Mercedez Janele Speight 
Haley Arron Stang 
Lauren Ashley Srreitenberger 
Myla Georgianna Sullivan 
Morgan Renee Szekely 
Kristen Leigh Thacker 
Cassandra Gabrielle Tharp 
Teresa Kay Thompson 
John Michael T hornsbury 
Eli Barrett Tilley 
Olivia Michael Tomblin 
tephen Chm,c Toppim 
Corey • core Tum es 
Alyssa Baily Turner 
Billy Allen Unroe, II 
John Caleb Varney 
Michael Dean Vas, 
Romeo Vencc,-Leonard 
Maria Elizaheth Walter, 
Michael David Ward, II 
Joseph Da\'id Wear 
Cassie Lynn Weaver 
Tyler icole Wehh 
Taylor Alcxandrn Wei -end 
Tongyan Wen 
Barry Tyrone We,tmoreland 
Justin M. Whittington 
Sydney Nicole Wihherg 
Ali,on Elaine Wilkinson 
Kcncdi Ryan Wibun 
Kn�ren Brooklyn Wil on 
Lauren Nicole Wilson 
Randi Michelle Wilson 
D,wid Douglas Wingfield 
Megan Lind,cy Wolon� 
Brianna Leigh Woodburn 
Luca, Gary Wootten 
DaQuan Dewayne Yarbough 
Yuhao Zhou 
Michael Allen Zuniga 
Associate Degree Candidates 
With Honors Royal Blue Cord and Royal Blue Tassel 
Thc,c ,tudent� have mtamed an overall academic average of 3. 30 to 3.69. 
Man,,,1 Dawn Cantley 
St even Lee Depca 
Andrew W;1yne Ely 
Baley Marie Harle,s 
Michada Lynn Herrald 
Bonnie Frances I lilem:rn 
Madyson Faith Hinchman 
De1m:tri:1 Dawn Jennings 
Kassie Nicole Kinder 
Taylor Eli:abeth Mundell 
Emily Taylor Smith 
Srephanie Sue, mith 
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The Honors College 
University Honors 
Mark E. Adkins 
Matthew Anderson 
Hannah Asebes 
Shanley D. Barnett 
Amanda Dawn Beam 
Grnyce Yuki Behnke 
Sara Elysabeth Brumbaugh 
McKayla Burgess 
Lindsay Morgan Burley 
Lauren Elizabeth Camrbell 
Jack, pencer Wibon Carrenter 
Sarah Eli:aheth Cartmill 
Brandy Lynn Clay 
Sar.iii L. Cole 
Heidi Ruth Dennison 
Caroline Rachel Eckels 
Amber Nicole Covey 
Caitlin Nicole Grnham 
Eli:abeth Keencn I-lance 
Casey Lucinda Harker 
Moriah James Wynn Harman 
Krista N. Harris 
Amanda Lynn J-lmvey 
Yeager Scholars 
Sara Elysabeth Brumbaugh 
David Benjamin Jones 
Chandler Michael Milam 
Mary Katherine Mill er 
Abigail Arnesen Pullen 
Amanda Laura Schwartz 
Olivia Grace Hay 
Trenton D. Hayes 
Michal Elizabeth Hobstetter 
Jacob Thomas Howell 
Casey Marie Hudock 
Hailey Leigh Hughes 
Carin Marie Ingram 
David Benjamin Jones 
Shefali Khanna 
Alexandra M. Kiekover 
Brian James Leonard 
Kasey Elaine Madden 
Loretta L. Marcum 
Gloriya D. Mavrova 
Clara Leann Maynard 
Trenton A. McCutcheon 
Chandler Michael Milam 
Caitlyn Marie Miller 
Mary Katherine Miller 
Sophia Diana Mills 
Angelina Karaysa Mingo 
Ibrahim Alhaji Mohammed 
Zachary Montgomery 
Brandon Nichol;is Murdock 
Jennifer, A. iemann 
Benjamin T. oms 
Jordan L Parkhurst 
Autumn Brooke Pierce 
Emily Augusta Proctor 
Abigail Arnesen Pullen 
Micah Sage Ray 
Lindsey Anne Robertson 
Grace Colleen Rogers 
Matthew Tyler Sabo 
Barbara Ellen Salmons 
Amanda Laura Schwartz 
William Palmer Shaffer 
Samantha Kay Sheppard 
Callie Michelle Snodgrass 
Harold Ray Sowards 11 
Kelley Ann Spangler 
Levi J. Sm Ider 
Tayler Lauren Stamey 
Romeo Vences-Leonard 
Kenedi Ryan Wilson 
Military Commissions 
United States Army Reserve 
Officer's Training Corps Battalion The following individuals wcre cornmi,,iuned a, Second Lieutenant, in rhc United Srarcs Army at Mar,hall Uni,·er-,ity on May 5, 2017. Rick Allen, Air Defense Artillery Luke Braunlich, Milirnry Police Peter Carman, Ordnance Corp, Kelly Gregg. Medical 'ervice Corp, Victoria Lyom, Medical Sernce Cmps Brandon Murdock, Medical Corp, Keith Scheme!, Armor 21 
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Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Arts and Media Candidates presented by Donald Van Hom, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 
Bachelor of Arts Karina Aryngazy Abigail Elizabeth Black Scutt Allen 8olger Michael David Brown Allyson Nicole Carr Virginia Cheyenne DeBolt Jasmine Genae Felder Samuel K. Fishel Chantil Myriah Foster Caitlin Blair Fowlkes Samantha Lynn Godby Jacoh Matthew Griffith Ashley Lynn Haycraft 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Cheslea Marie Andrade Phuong Mai Bui Eric Richard Caines Thomas Marshall Cavender Lindsey Paige Check Chad Andrew Floyd Jackson Phillip Folwell KeAnna Le'Shai Georges Leah Katelyn Gore Kylee Lynn Hurley Sterling Alexander James Mikaela Raye Keener Clyncon Robert Kelly MacKenzi Brynne Kyle Alexis Bailey Leach Tek lee Lim Kasey Elaine Madden Riley Sarah Mahoney Clara Leann Maynard Karima Yasmin Neghmouche Jordan Eli:,1beth Nelson Son Bao I guyen Madeline Aubrey Grant Lukas Edward Hagley Mandy Marie Harper Olivia Grace Hay Peyton Maelynn Hehh Felicia Jean Nicole Kavanas Moriah Janice Lockharr Robert J. McGum Colin Glen Edw;:ird Milam Logan Adair Parkulo Brianna Leigh Paxton Carli Lynn Piute Adam Charles Polsky Jessica Grace Roch Sara Lynn Ryan Mercedez Jane le: Speight Alyssa Baily Turner Danielle Giornnni-Niculc Wright Carol Carleen Zuberer Alexandra Erin Neddo Adam Thomas O' eal Mary Claire Odom Marshall Taylor Reynolds Christina Y\·onne Stradwick Myla Georgianna Sullivan William Tyler Wondward Liang Wu Yuhao Zhou 
Lewis College of Business 
Candidates presented by Rohert R. Simpson, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Kristofer Cain Adkins 
Andrew Joseph Aiello 
Rodney Jermal Allen 
Ahdulmajeed Ali Alropaish 
Matthew Ryan Anderson 
Sydney Michelle Arnold 
Sasha Suhala Assi 
Anthony James Townsend Bady 
Dustin James Barnett 
Justin Allen Barr 
Clayton Srntr Bates 
Nurhol Beketov 
Col in Patrick 13ielac 
Lakin Eli:aheth Bissell 
Andrew Stephen Bondi 
Sarnh Jane Bostic 
Shawn Lucas Bowles 
Lakin Paul Brooks 
Hanna Elizabeth Brown 
Kametra Shantell Byrd 
Kayla Jean Byrnside 
Hayden Luke Carpenter 
Sarah Eli:aberh Cartmill 
Mateo Casas Rosales 
Justin M. Cassels Lionson 
Christopher Harold Casro 
Ellen 'umaia Ct1stro 
Amanda Nichole Caudill 
Katherine Ann Cauley 
Jonathon Reid Cecilio 
Todd We�ley Childers 
Kyle Austin Coates 
Cody Caleb Collins 
Jennifer Ann Collins 
Luke Evan Cooley 
Devaughn Kerthanzcl Cooper 
Hann,1h Rae Copley 
Andrew Turner Cosper 
Nathan Sc<m Crouch 
Shanley Danielle Crouse 
John Thomas Croyle 
Jerry Alan Crum 
Rachel M,1e Culbertson 
Amorern Curraj 
Mary Eli:abeth Day 
Kaylee Mnrgan Dillon 
Mercedes Marie Dowell 
Arthur Duchesne 
Elijah Ray Duduit 
William Gunn Evans 
Jordan Vincent Fanelli 
Katelyn Elizabeth F,irr 
Kody James Felix 
Colten Michael FIDyd 
Jacob Lee Foster 
Samuel Sexton Frazier 
Mahnnor Ghalib 
Andrew James Gibh 
John Andrew Glea�on 
Cameron Gage Gnu Id 
Kevin Connor Grant 
Isaiah ,\:th Gregory 
Travis Lee Grimm 
Diante' Marcus Hannah 
Steven Lloyd Hanshaw 
Leslie Teel Hartmann 
icholas John Hatfield 
Keely Ann Hennessy 
Heather Lea Hicks 
Troy Zachary Hoffman 
Christopher Paul Allen Holland 
Jonah Sc<m Howerton 
Pimrawee Huang 
'pencer Gr<1ham Iacovone 
Hayley Ann Irvine 
Joshua Norman Ison 
Kristen N icule Jarrett 
Jenna Louise Jenkins 
L1uren ickole Johnson 
Calvin Matthew Jones 
Cody Harris Kaso 
Todd Anthony Keffer, II 
Allbon Lee Kellerman 
Gt1hrielle Darby Kelley 
Morgan Eliwheth Kelley 
Garon Robert Kessler 
Francis Taylor Kingston 
Austin Michael Klueh 
Alexander Loren Knoll 
Maxwell Hunter Kolb 
Thomas Wi II i,1m Lane, 111 
Paul A. Langdon 
Victoria Raye Lanman 
Noah Andrew Larch 
Samantha Ann Lengyel 
Taylor Danielle Long 
Anthony Alexander Market 
Gloriya 0imitrova Ma,-rova 
Alicia Marie Maynard 
Kyle D. McCray 
Trenton Alexander McCutcheon 
Alec Scott McIntosh 
Sam Catherine McMahan 
Rikki Alexa Meckstroth 
Chandler M. Milcim 
Ashlee Faith Miller 
Melissa Louise Miller 
Rebecca Lynn Myslenski 
Anh Tran Que Nguyen 
Jennifer Anne Niemann 
Benjamin T homas Norri, 
Karoline R<1e Painter 
Jordan Leigh Parkhurst 
Corey Mitchell Perdue 
Trinh Pham 
Tony Lewis Pitrman 
Aaron Derrick Planet 
Kelli Ann Poling 
Erib Lynn Popp 
Noah Ryan Porter 
Tanya Antonnetre Prendergast 
Kyle Hunter Raines 
Mikaya Rose Reynolds 
Conner Elizabeth Richberg 
Lindsey Anne Rohertson 
Clark Joseph Robinson 
Michael Shane Robinson 
Grace Colleen Rogers 
Abdullah Othman Salem 
Tyler David Salerno 
Keith Andrew Schemel 
Phillip Michael, emons 
Adam William Sigman 
Rachel . Sleichter 
Michael Robert, mith 
Jacob William Sowards 
Levi Jacob Stalder 
Jeremy Tyler Steigerwalt 
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Clayburne Anthony Stevens 
Elizabeth Mary Sunderhaus 
Austin Gabriel Tezza 
Eli Rarrect Tilley 
Corey Scott Tornes 
Austin Jordan Trimboli 
Jared Ray Tucker 
David Patrick Tudor 
1--k,ton Joe Van Fleet 
Kaare R;ibajide Vedvik 
Brandon Matthew Wear 
Tongyan Wen 
Deontm: Mika! Wc,t 
Jason Randolph West 
Kaylin oel We tfoll 
Barry Tyrone Westmoreland 
DaQuan Dewayne Yarbough 
Weihan Zhang 
College of Education 
and Professional Development CanJiJates presented hy Teresa R. Eagle, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 
Bachelor of Arts Chloe Marie AJkins Andrea Michele Barnes Walker ToJd Bennett Anna Gayle Blakeman Laura Ann Bradley Sara Elysabeth Brumbaugh Kayla Jo BurJette Victoria Catherine Carter David Chase Char1m111 Joe Anthony Church, Jr. Morgan AlexanJra Dixon Mackenzie Lee-Marie Duncan K,nelyn Marie Dunkle Chase Wyatt Dye Natalie Marie Frame Haylee Dawn Franklin Makala Jade Gilkerson Casandra Alexis Goodwin Chelcie Danielle Gore Krystal Marie Gremillion Emily Nicole Hall Samantha Rae Hannabach Kristina Lynn Han on Gary Lee Harmon, Jr. Amanda Lynn Harvey Olivia Grace Hay Theresa Ann Jacbon Je:,sica Noelle Jacohy Jessica Lee James Ad;:im Paul Kinser Eli::aheth Anne Kish Amie BreAnne Lamherr Conor James Lannan Morgan Elirnhcrh Lewi� Leslee Ann Lusk Cory Tyler McAtee Kel:,i Marie McCmty Lindsey Renee McSwecney Jennifer Nicole Miller Derek Scott Moore Stacy El irnheth Murphy Zachary D,1kota New Scott Dm·iJ Nibert Adam Thomas O'Neal Katherine Lea Oxley Tyler Anthony Payne Heather Kay Phillips Sarah Kathryn Rice Rikki Dawn Roush Mary Hannah Scarbro Levi Austin Shamblin athaniel Ryan Shipe Bethany Shea Smith Brittany Paige Stephens Christina M. Stewart Kelly Jo Swindell Amy Michelle Tennant Olivia Michael Tomblin Sydney Nicole Wibberg Danielle Bre;:inne Wilkinson Catherine Marie Wippel Megan Lindsey Wolons Acely Nichole Workman 
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College of Health Professions 
Candidate, pre,cnted by Michael Prewitt, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 
Bachelor of Arts 
Hunter Cole Adkins 
Nan<li Amal Awad 
James Ronald Brumfield 
Cody Shane Carter 
Bijan V'Jai Glo·ton 
Christopher Bruce Huhn 
Jarrod Da\·id Hunley 
Daniel Austen Jodah 
Daniel Lewis McKnight 
Matthew David Miller 
Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Emily Kathryn Lydon 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Bethany Christine Adkins 
Molly A. Arthur 
Tiffani Brooke Bailey 
Alexis Victoria Bess 
Kirstyn Makenzic Bess 
Courtney Lynn Bird 
Kristin Lynn Boyd 
Victoria Lynn Brntke 
Claire Bethany Brison 
Pascale Anne Bristol 
Duane • tephen Brock 
Evan Nicholas Brumfield 
Vanessa Lynn Bumgarner 
Krisri A. Carey 
Kimherly Renee' Carter 
Taylor Annerre Casto 
Shelby Alexandra Cecil 
Jennifer Michelle Cl,1rkc 
Bethany Angel Corder 
Autumn Brooke Du:an 
Brooke Alcxandri,1 Edward, 
Jes,ica Marie Edward, 
Victoria R,1e Elli, 
Ali,on Carrnll Evam 
Sydney Marie Fannm 
Jenna Eli:aheth Field, 
Jacob Ste,-cn Fmney 
Felicia L. Franci, 
Alex Bry,mt Cole Goode 
Kayla Mcl,,,a Guudwin 
Kn,ten Jyl Gr,md,taff 
Su,,c Gunncl, 
Ahil(ail Jmcphine Hall 
Brooke Marie Haney 
Arionna Dawn Hmticld 
Alexi, 13riona Haye, 
Wanda Marie I laync, 
Rcnjamin Andrew Heil 
Heather Blue Hcrh 
Tyler James Hoffman 
Brittany Morgan I lughc, 
Spencer Wade Jen 
Courrn1:y Nicole Lagowski 
Anna Helena Leonard 
Amy Nicole Linville 
Alexandra icul1: Long 
Courrncy icolc Looney 
Sarah Ann Magner 
Mackenzie Curg Martin 
Rrittany Allison May 
Rachael Sh,1y McDowell 
Karianne Reatrice McGraw 
A,hrnn Oinr Rae Mc eil 
Bryan Michael Means 
Brycen Forrc,t Mi nrnn 
Ashley icolc Moor1: 
Derek Rodney Morgan 
Jillian Patricia Mullim 
Amber icolc ewman 
Jl·nn1frr Grey Ogrin 
Aaron Earl Orr 
Kmtopher Calch P,1ck 
Jill Sue Ann Pent: 
A lex M ichacl Potter 
Randy Shane Rake, 
John Roy Rayhurn. 111 
Earl Juane Recd 
Marcu· Armstead Recd 
Ryan K. T,iylor 
Anthony Richard Wahrman 
Tiffani Brooke Wehh 
Andre,1 Kri,ten Reynold, 
Rachel Ann Roll m, 
Courtney Noel Searls 
Je,,ica Dianne Sn11th 
Callie Michclk SnoJgr,M 
Emma Ro,c Sodek 
Victoria Kay Stagg 
Megan icole. team, 
Kel,i Marie Swain 
Kri,tcn Leigh Thacker 
Stephen Cha,c Toppim 
Rachel E. Uyi-Lawani 
Maria Eli:aheth Walter� 
Nathan James Wendel 
Maria Ru�alie White 
Bachelor of Science 
Emmanuel Jame, Ahu 
Alexandria Paige Aguiar 
Matthew Kyle Arnold 
Carey Ann Bailey 
Rena icolc Bailey 
KrisLcn Lee Baisden 
Peyton Zehulon Ballard 
Au�Lin Graham Banks 
Aly��a Rae Bartley 
Jacoh Douglas Bennett 
Jae Lin Berczo 
Cayce Samantha Blankenship 
Heather Marie Bocook 
Anthony Tyler Bowen 
Rehecca Nicole Bragg 
Kylie Nicole Brown 
Tori Marie Burdette 
Mc Kayla Jo Burgess 
Antonique Ta'Ncisha Butler 
Lauren Elizaherh Campbell 
Jornithan Matthew Canrcrherry 
Searra Dawn Carrcr 
Emma Clarice Chaney 
Lisa Ann Cihrik 
Brice Wesley Clark 
Jordan Paige Courts 
Heather Nicole Davis 
Larissa Christine Davis 
Sahar Zaki Davis 
Heidi Ruth Dennison 
Abigail Jane Dillon 
Lily Aluayo Djictror 
Ryan Jacob Dotson 
Da'"on Willie Lee Durant 
Mariah Breanne Eberhart 
Caroline Rachel Eckels 
Emily Royce Egnatoff 
Erica Lynn Engel 
Roger Dale Ferguson, Jr. 
Kelsey E. Fisher 
arah Michael Fisher 
icole Lynn Francis 
Justin Michael Freund 
Leslie Ann Gillmeisrer 
Samuel Copeland Gilmore 
Amber icole Govey 
Savanna icole Greer 
Kelly Ann Gregg 
Samantha Jo Gregory 
Talequia Va' iese Hamilton 
Kelsey Brianne Hart 
Ronica Taylor Hensley 
Zachary T. Hickman 
Michal Eli:aberh Hobstetter 
Patrick Ru,sell Horton 
Casey Marie Hudock 
Grnce Marie Jarrell 
Ju,hua Dm·id Jt)he, 
Sam,mrha Lee Jone, 
Auston Oretra Jordan 
Rohert Mark Judd 
Jacqueline Marguerite Ku:111.1 
Brian Lee Lawhon 
Ingrid Loch 
Jill Dcnbe Long 
Heather El i:ahet h Lonkert 
Austin Lee Loop 
Christina Mane Lute 
Kiana Payton Maggard 
Cl,1ire Eli:ubeth Magic 
ch�idy Eli:aberh May 
Juliann Brittany Radle Maynar�l 
C;ileh Andrew Meade 
Demem.>u, Dante' Miller 
Megan Jo Molnar 
Macken:ie Margaret Morri� 
Jamie A. Mulraney 
Alexi� Fae Murphy 
Corey Kenyatta Neely, Jr. 
Mallory P. Newsome 
Vinh Quang Nguyen 
Dianna Carol Norman 
Mary Katherine Norton 
Ashleigh Jordan O'Brien 
Chloe Danielle Su:anne Pa=main 
Morg,m Leah Peaytt 
Chad Allen Picklesimer 
Brittany Lynn Powell 
Taylor Elizabeth Price 
Victoria Elyse Pyatt 
Nathaniel Lewis Rainey 
Chandler Elizabeth Ratcliff 
Micah age Rt1y 
Savannah Katelin Rice 
Ashley Nicole Richardson 
Darian Paige Riddick 
Susan Kay Ri ·inger 
amancha Jo Ross 
Kassandra icole Runyon 
Robert Lewis Rymer 
Matthew Tyler Sabo 
Barbara Ellen Salmons 
Kelsey Marie au,·e 
Colby John Sayre 
Hannah Leigh Sebert 
Caitlyn Marie Skagg, 
Marissa Lorynn Snyder 
Tayler Lauren 'ramey 
I laley Arron 'rang 
Londa Sue Storlie 
Lauren Ashley, treitenberger 
'tcphen Russell urphin 
Dcvonrrea Lamott Tyler 
Billy Allen Unroe, I I  
Kiersten Donn-Ann Vint 
• rephen Daniel W,ilker
Amie McCoy Ward
Zana Brook Warkim
Ca, ie Lynn Wea\'er
Amanda Lynn Wehh
Matthew Anton White
Ju,tin M. Whmingron
Alison Elaine Wilkin on
Lauren icnle Wibon
Je,�ic;1 Mmie Wingate
Brianna Leigh Woodburn
Caitlin Michelle Woolum
Beth Anne Workman
Morgan Leigh Zerkle
Bachelor of Social 
Work 
Searra Dawn Carter 
Emma Elaine Dillow 
Li a Michelle Gheen 
Courtney Dawn Hatfield 
Lexus Gabrielle White 
A ociate in Science 
in Nursing 
Erin Brooke Adkins 
Michelle Leigh Ball 
Morgan Jolynn B::ill 
Marissa Dawn Cantley 
Aron David Cellini 
Steven Lee Depta 
Andrew Wayne Ely 
Megan Leighann Goldsberry 
Morgan Le,lie Guinn 
Baley Marie Harless 
Jenny Rehecca Harless 
Michaela Lynn Herrald 
Bonnie Frances I lileman 
Madyson Faith I linchman 
Demetria Dmvn Jennings 
Shannon Tori Johmon 
Chardae Tare II Jones 
Kas,ie Nicole Kinder 
Kebie Nadine Kinder 
Meredith Ann Lauerman 
Makennah Camille Lewis 
Tyler Allen Marcum 
Amanda Jord,111 McGhee 
A lex,rndria Blair Metcalf 
Joseph Andrew Mullins 
Taylor Elizabeth Mundell 
Tara Dawn Napier 
Amanda D,mielle Nichols 
Kyle Jame, Rheude 
Breanna Rn,e Rich 
Ashley Ruth Marie , ayre 
Carolyn Millicent, ear, 
Brianna Laine, mith 
Emily Taylor, mith 
Rhianna Brynn Smith 
'tephanie Sue 'mith 
Jason Daniel Stouffer 
Mikaela 1cole Toler 
Autumn 1cole Tolliver 
Morgan Marie Vance 
Lindsey Morgan We�t 
Jamie Su:anne Wicker 
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28 College of Information Technology and Engineering Candidates presented by Wael Zatar, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 Bachelor of Science Mark Edward Adkins Bradley Thomas Bickford Garrett Dale Butcher Timothy Austin Davies Derck James Edman Drew Ray Foglesong Paul Edward Fox, Ill Clayton Gregory Fulks Kyle Robert Herd Alec Ray Herrell Zachary Dean Jones Daniel Richard Lewis Caleb Shane Lindsey Zachary Douglas Litteral Chri. topher Robert Mantzel Justin Lee Mullens Bachelor of Science in Engineering Christopher Blake Chadwick Robin Teron Gore Tyler Nelson Hampton Jarred Scott Hypes Kyle T. Maner Quinlan Oliver McCracken Anthony J. Pava Ryan Scott Riedel William Palmer Shaffer Tarryn Lenae Porter Matthew Thomas Taylor John Michael Thornsbury David Douglas Wingfield Justin Bradley Wojcieszak Erin Shae Wroblewski Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering David E. Boggs Matthew Lawrence Cardwell Matthew Ryan Carroll Joshua Wilson Cooley James Isaac Evans Christopher tephen Greer Robert Andrew Lewis 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Robert B. Bookwalter, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 
Bachelor of Arts Alexander Noble Adkins Thomas Jay Adkins Laura Lee Baker Daniel James Ball Morgan Nicole Bandy Emma Jane Bauer Amanda Dawn Beam Andrew William Benson Emma Lane Kathryn Bostic Morgan Emily Brown Abigail Jean Burgroff Lindsay Morgan Burley Emily Morghan C. Burns Morgan Elizabeth Byrne Alexandra Nicole Ca<lle Christy Lynn Caine Jasmin Marie Calcote Kaitlyn Elizabeth Caswell Enjonae Monique Chambers Brooke Taylor Christian Margaret Grace Clark Brandy Lynn Clay Kathryn Bryson Cundiff Rebekka Paige Cutler John David DeVore Jonathan Luke Decker Amy Elizabeth Deem Cecil Franklin Diamond Savannah Gail Dukeman Patricia Marie Eckert Christopher D. Eddy Luke T. Elmore Jake Larry Kyle Farley Michael Heath Fields Rebecca Ashley Fitzgerald Taylor Paige Freeland Carly Renee Gandee Christin Gerwig Caitlin Nicole Graham Alyssa Brooke Hager Moriah James Wynn Harman Krista N icolc Harris Krystal Harrison Jacob McCampbell Harter David Ryan Havens Michael Joseph Haverty Savannah Rose Henry Nathaniel Frank Hodgdon Samantha May Holiskey Hailey Leigh Hughes Caleb Akinder Hurt Zachary Kawika Jones Meghan Nya Knapp Jordan Douglas Lambert Mikayla Delrae Larzo Brian James Leonar<l Jorden Nicole Lucas Ramona Genine Mack Stacey Jean Kinser Maddox Nadine Noel Maggard Landon C. Marcum Austin Wa<le McClanahan Andrew Stuart McCoy Jessica Nicole Meadows Lauren Patrice Mendez John Patrick Midkiff Caitlyn Marie Miller Nolan Allan Miller Sophia Diana Mills Angelina Karaysa Mingo Morgan K. Minut Courtney Shanean Mobley Zachary Aaron Montgomery Breanne L. Morehea<l Alanna Marie Morgan Michael B. Napier Sharon Michelle Napier Samantha Joan Neace Kayla Shea Nelson Hau Quoc Nhan Nguyen George T. Niday Taylor Jane Norman Anthony John Pierce Zachary James Posey Em i I y Augusta Proctor Abigail Arnesen Pullen Michaela Danielle Ramsey Peyron Riddick Alexis Brooke Rinaldi Nick H. Roberts Jessica Grace Roth Amanda Laura Schw<1rtz Samantha Kay Sheppard Joshua Glen Sizemore Kari Jessica Slone Erich T. Smith Jacob Chance Smith Kalyn Madison Smith Katie Lemouine Snodgrass Karshara Renee Spaulding Logan Sean Spence Tiffany Michelle Spry Sean Joseph Sutherland Jacob Michael Thomas Kristel Megan Thomas Brittany Dawn Thompson Ashlee Nicole Vandruff Alexandra Danielle Vega Katrim1 Wamsley Michael David Ward, II Joseph David Wear Carmen Janea' Webb Tyler Nicole Webb Taylor Alexandra Weisend Jordan Lea Weisz Shelby L. White Jada Lynette Williams Joshua Robert Williams Ashley Nicole Wilson Kaylee Elaine Wilson Kristen Brooklyn Wilson Jieying Zhou Bachelor of Science Alexandra Taylor Bright Katarena Adriana Jarrell Tavish M. Riley 29 
30 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by Charles C. Somerville, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 
Bachelor of Arts 
Javier Andres Agudelo 
Rick Arthur A lien 
Steven Cha�c Bennett 
Luke Elliot Braunlich 
Quinton Xavier Brown 
Shelby Lin Campbell 
Emily Dawn Carpenter 
Courtney Elaine Claywn 
Corwin Alexander Cook 
Rhani Leigh Damron 
Mcgan icolc Eggle�con 
Jo,cph Ry:m Forbes 
Bachelor of Science 
Austin T. Aker, 
Hannah B. Asebe, 
Zachary Jame:, Baumg:ird 
Grayce Yuki Behnke 
Amber Dawn Betti· 
Kel ey icole Billup, 
Alyssa Brady 
Cody Lee Braley 
Hayley S. Breeding 
Jack Spencer Wilson Carpenter 
Kristina Renee' Carter 
Damone Darryl Chan� 
Jason Scott Chirgwin 
Cody Macken:ie Clemente 
Sarah Lifcn Cole 
Savanna Jo Colley 
Chelsie Leigh Cooper 
Caleb Michael Crum 
Christorher William Davis 
Naaman Michael Dyer 
Allison Kathleen Ea,on 
Christian Spencer Edward, 
Ethan Erstein 
Luke Thoma, Farrar 
Sarah Emily Ferrier 
Dalton Richard Fulford 
lia R. Fullen 
Zachary Ryan Gill 
Miche,il Tyler Gilliam 
Akhil Muna Gudi\·ada 
Zachary Ryan Gill 
Kimberly Danielle Hogsten 
Tyler cott King 
Ty Leah Kleppe 
Elliot Tyler Lagendyk 
Adam Tyler Lee 
Kristen Taylor Marcum 
Bradley Everette Martine: 
Eric Allen Miller 
Zachary Alan Miller 
Sydney Paige Mullins 
Matthew William Oakley 
Eli:aheth Keenen Hance 
Casey Lucind..i Harker 
Lind,ey Morgan Hawthorne 
Trenron Drew Hayes 
William Anthony Hayes 
Jacob Thnm.:i, Howell 
Carin Marie Ingram 
Cuyman Marchelle Jarrcll 
Adam J. Jona, 
David Benjamin Jone, 
Zachary Dean Jones 
Jame, Franklin Keeling 
ichula, Ryan Kegley 
Shcfali Khanna 
Alexandra Mari K1ekovcr 
Kayl.1 Michelle King 
le,h,1 Sh,1e Koc,on 
Courtney Bn,111nc Le,ter 
Charle, Tayl,)r Lockhart 
Matthew Ryan Machtinger 
Jllrd,111 Cru: Martine: 
Johnny Layne Midkiff, 111 
Joshua Benjamin Miller 
M<1ry Katherine Miller 
lhrahim A. Mohammed 
Brandon Nichnla, Murdock 
Jennifer Anne Niemann 
Kel,ey Jade O'Brien 
Adam Thomas 0'1 cal 
Jonathan Jo,eph O'Neil 
Amanda Jo Rider 
Harold Lee Rider 
Caleb Matthew Roach 
Miri,,,1 Lynn Roles 
Megan Lynn Shiner 
Jakeb Howard, huck 
Harold Ray ·oward,, 11 
Morgan Renee S:ekcly 
Michael Dean Vas, 
Shelby Paige Wilmoth 
Derek Alexander Zin:ow 
Michael Allen Zuniga 
David Odacare Oye 
William Nicholas Papageor�e 
Mohammed Iqbal R:mavaya, II 
icholas Parker Reid 
Brady Alexander Reymond 
Matthew Colin Rice 
Austin Heath Richardson 
Taylor Marie Riedel 
Austin Ray Riggs 
Jeremiah Vincent Robem 
Drake Anthony Seccurro 
Jessica Seidler 
Zachary Scott hamblin 
Kelli Victoria Shanholt:er 
Chri,topher Brian Shorr 
Eric Russell ias 
Chant: B. _ igler 
K,1itlin Marie Slayton 
Matthew Paul milcy 
icholas James Smith 
Paul H. Smith 
Caleh Jame, Spainhower 
KL"lley Ann Spangler 
Crittenden Banfield Stender 
Cassandra Gabrielle Tharp 
Zachery S. T hompson 
Austin Blake Tyree 
John Caleb Varney 
R,)mco Vence,-Lconard 
Emily Ferri, Wallace 
Amanda White 
Kenedi Ryan Wilson 
Randi Michelle Wilson 
Luca� Gary Wootten 
Gabrielle Nicole Worley 
icholas Francis-Robert Zarilla 
Adam Morris Zeigler Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Andrew Mich.1el Phillips 
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Regents Bachelor of Arts Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, A,,ociate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studic, 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Bradley Ray Adkin, T3renda Kaye Archer Erich Da\'id Baden J,bon Dllugla, Rarehn Ernest Lee Barker Brandon Wayne Bartley Je,,ica Lynn Reihl Taylor Kathleen Bbboc Heidi Leigh Bu,cher Erica Renee Byrd Peter Edward Carman �1ichael Da,·id Castle Jmeph Adam Ca,ro Morgan Katherine Ca,tro, Crysta Blatt Christian Jes,ica icole Clary Katelynne Coleman LaTa,ha Renee Coleman Elc1yna Catherine Conard Tiffany Nicole Culbertson Kaitlin Marie Dcfrehn Leah Marie De,chamhault Danielle Jo Dixon Jacob Colt Edwards Andrew Justin Ernest Brittany Danielle Eubank Jessina Renae Evans Misty Marie Evans Sharon Elizabeth Fields Glenn David Freeman, Jr. Sarah Elizabeth Hagan Justin Edward Hamrick Andrew Jerry Harness Jessica Kri,ten Howar<l Jamie Scott Johnson Jonathan Lowell La"· Anthony Weston Lawhon Haley Morgan Lewis Derek Ryan Lomax Sharon Elane Luther Maria Celeste Martine: Monica Jean Mason Andrew Robert Maries Brittany Lorraine Mball Megan M. McCarley Deon Tay Antonio McManu, Jackie Renee Meade Matthew Aaron Moncali Debra Gay Mullens William Perry Amos icely, Ill Anna Marie Pmrick Joan Elaine Phillips Jay Benjamen Pike Katelyn Dmvn Powl'fs Danielle Elizabeth Prc,ton Christopher Stephen Price Virgil Sc1lmons Brian Keith Sayre Mcghan D. Sexron Lind,ay Renee Short Alnn Simp,on Brandie Chri,tionna Smith Daniel Ray. mith Tnmmy Dawn Smith Ahigail Maginn Snffern Terc,a Kay Thompson Kayla Rene Tucker Keh-in Turner Tiffany Lachelle Va,s Adam Michael Wccb Ca,cy Cunis Pm,gh Williamsnn Earl Dec Workm,m, Ill Michael Jo,hua Wright 
Graduate College 
CanJiJates presenteJ by David J. Pittenger, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 Education Specialist 
Ashley D. Atkinson 
Vickie Lynn Bale 
Charles Wayne Cooper 
Ashleigh Danielle Dot,on Ma ter of Arts 
Rachel Moroan AIJriJoe 
Raulin� £d11�anon ,., 
Michelle Lee Alford 
£d11cation 
John Emery Arrhur 
SJ1ecial £d11carion 
Rachel Elizabeth Railey 
Cuunsdin.� 
Mi rand a Jane Baker-Elrod 
£d11cation 
atasha Sue Harker 
Co11nsding 
Kelli Cadden Barksdale 
Co11nsding 
Ryan Jacob Bass 
l'sychology 
Rebecca A. Rerga 
Lclldership Swdrcs 
Whitney Rae Berry 
Spccwl £cl11cmw11 
Jarnh Michael BirJ 
M11s1c 
Amanda Renee' Rlack 
Cormsdrng 
Megan , uzanne Edwards 
Kaitlin B. Morrison 
Andrea Lea Nunn 
Eli:ahech Elni:,e Rnhimon 
Jennifer Rene Rlack 
Edrrcatron 
-huo Xu Blankerrhip
En�lrsh
Grant R. Rb·ins 
Lewlers/11p Swdies 
Angela Oawn Boggs 
Elementary Eclrrcation 
Oiana Marie Boudreau 
/3iol.ogical Sciences 
Caleb William Bowen 
Education 
Karson Paige Boyce 
Psychology 
Christopher Ryne Brewer 
English 
Jamie Walter Runce 
Leadership Swdie.1 
Lauren Caldwell 
Marhemarrcs 
Chrisropher John Calton 
History 
Jacob Whitaker Camp 
Psy..:hology 
Gerald W. Srn.its 
Nirnlc L eann, tinespring 
Ashley N. Stowers 
Kri,ten Leigh Trimholi 
Carson Gares Campbell 
Commrrnication Swdies 
Anthony Wayne Carpenter 
Leadership Swdres 
Reth Ann Carroll 
Humanirres 
Brittany Melton Chaber 
Spe..:ial Ed11carron 
Kristy Denise Chambers 
Leadenht/> Sttrdies 
Cassandra Jo Chapman 
Coun.,ding 
Emily Beth Chapman 
English 
Leah Michelle Ching 
/3iological SciciKcs 
Arny Elizaheth Clendenen 
Special £d11wtron 
Michel le Lynn Cli n ron-Srn i th 
Education 
Zachary Aaron Coates 
LeaJm/11p Sttrdres 
Angela Oawn Cockrell 
Psychology 
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Casey Karena Collins Psyclwlo?;Y 
Irene V. Cook Counseling 
David Samuel Copeland Geogm/Jhy 
Justin Hart Crary English 
Adrian Elizabeth Creel Psychology 
Jessica La Dawn Delong English 
De"on Michelle Di Filippo Psycholog)' 
Ashleigh Danielle Dotson Psychology 
Ke\·in Charles Druffel-Rodrigucz Leaclershi/J Stttclies 
Sepideh Ghcnarnevi Dunham 
Communirntion Swdies 
Rradi J. Duty 
Counseling 
Caitlyn Elizabeth Renee Edmunds Special Education 
Bonnie L Edwards Leaders hi /J Studies 
Sarah F. Ferrell Humanities 
Daniel S. Frame Psychology 
Keisha Gamble 
Cottnseling 
Odon Francisco Garcia Leadership Swdies 
Brian Scott Giaretta Leadership Studies 
Toni Lea Gogas 
Counseling 
Jarohn N. Grandstaff Music 
Kaitlyn M. Haines History 
Kristian Ann Haines S/>ecial Education 
Rachel L. Halstead 
Education 
Nicholas Charles Harwood Leadership Studies 
Barry Paul Hatfield Leadership Studies 
Amanda Rena Haynes 
Education 
Xue He English 
Hillary Louise Herold Music 
Austin Langdon Hoffman Biological Sciences 
Melody O;iwn Hubbard 
Education 
Lynette Renee Hull Special Education 
Jade Janell Irving English 
Megan Lynn Johnson 
Education 
Catherine L. Jones Eclttcation 
Dawn Renee Jordan Sp,xial Education 
Ke\·in Michael Keene Leadership Swclies 
Yuna Kim English 
Hrandon R. Kirk History Patricia M. Law Special Education Christopher Lewis Leadingham History Victoria Ann Ledford Comm11.nication Swdies Sarah Elizabeth Legg /3ioloiical Sciences Wendy D. Lemon Special Education Ashley Nicole Lenox Education Jessica Shea Lewis English James Robert Lomsdalc Leaders hi /J Studies Chad Brandon Lott Mathematics Meredith Ann Lydick Reading Education Tracy Lynn Malcolm Elementary Education Rhonda M. Marrone Humanities James 1. Martin Mathematics LeAnna Dawn Maynard Leaclaship Studies Rosa Carmella McCallister Counseling Gregory Score McCown Political Science Anthony Seth McDaniels Cozmseling Sam A. Mcquain Special Education Christopher Michael Means Mmhematics 
April Nicole Melvin Special Education 
Derck Allyn Meredith Leadership Studies 
Carrie Fay Merritt-Spurlock SJ)ecial Education 
Micheal Scott Miller Special Education 
Christina M. Mitchell Special Edurntion 
Robert Wood Moore Leadership Studies 
Carol Lee Morri ·on Leadership Studies 
Paulette Marie Newcomb Laidership St11dies 
Seth Adam ichols 
History 
Kimberly A. Noel Special Ed11cation 
Oluwascun Elizabeth Otunuga Mathematics 
Shayla Elizabeth Owens English 
Jessalyn Lee Parsons Special Education 
Krystal Lynn Paxton-White Reading Education 
Heather Nicole Perry Special Education 
Kalle! Taylor Peterson English 
Amanda L. Potter 
Co11nseling 
Natasha Ann Rashwan Special Education 
Philip M. Raymond LemlashiJ) St11d1es Eric Paul Roby Leadership Studies Jacob Alexander Rodeheffcr Mathematics Kari Ann Runyon LeaclershiJ) St11dies Christopher Gordon Scheele Leadership Studies Stacy Scudder Humanities Sarah Elizabeth Sec Secondary Education John P. Shaffer Counseling Alyssa icole Simon Comm11nirntion Swdies Shellie Belcher Simpson Lendenhip Studies Kelly Michelle Sizemore Co1m.1eling Ashton-Kayce E. Smailes Psycholoi.,ry Anna Leigh Smith S/)ecial Education William Tanner Smoot History Jacob Mathew omers Music Scan Russell Sm·inc Mathematics Gregory Allen Stafford Leadership Studies Brookeann 1 • Stenson Education Ashley . Stowers Psychology Xiaoyi Sun Marhemarics Jeffrey Wayne Swenskie, II Psychology Lorra Lee Tanner Reading Education James Alexander Thomas, I I I Humanities Jonathan Daniel Thorne Music Catherine A. Toggcr Special Education Kristina Marie Vannoy Special Education Garrett Scott Walker Communication Studies Christina L. Ward Special Education Kenichi Watanabe English Megan Webber Counseling Andrea Arielle Williams English Leah Olivia Williamson Elementary Education Mazen Nasser Younis Political Science Dan Zhang English 
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36 Master of Business Administration Mohammed Ahmed S. Abukhalil Almohaned Khalifa Alkhalifa Ibrahim Abdulaziz Alqubaysi Omar Abdullah S. Alsulami Muhammad Amin Kcncaro Ando Melanie T. Butt Jason Cody Call Kristin Nicole Chaney David B. Collins Jeremy Todd Dotson Allison Lynn Forlines Cameron David Freeman Alexis Rae Hancock Joseph Reed Jarvis David Wellington Johnson William Lester Johnson, IV Xiaoshan Luo Rui Ma Tiffany Virginia Oldaker Michael Don Parker Gary Lee Price Muhammad ltham Rahim Gelila Gezahegn Reyes Master of Public Administration Malak Majed Khader Sara Nicole Price-Formey Master of Public Health Matthew Quick Christiansen Jord.=in Lauren DiVira Jeffrey Andrew Dickerson Noor Fatima Jamal Haoqing Pu Gabrielle Scrofano Eric Todd Sl,1yrnn Master of Science in Engineering Abhiraj Dattatray Ah ire Engineering Manltgement Ramalinga Raju Alluru Engineering Management Brandon Trent Helcher Environmental Engineering Waqas lnam Engineering Management Sadcem Khalid Engineering Management Shah Zeb Khan Engineering Management Vineeth Reddy Kondamarcddy Engineering Management Sushmitha Kontham Engineering Management Sushritha Madisa Engineering Management Mcgh,inath Reddy Mallarcddygari Enginc:'ering Management Sachin Kumar Mamidala Engineering Management Vikas Goud Moola Trnn/Jonatiun ancl /n[ra.1tmctme Engineering Harsh Rajeshkumar Patel Engineering Management Lauren E .  Rone Muhammad Farooq Siddiqui Christina Dawn Simmons Thanira, ripra,ertying Joshaua Nathanial, rephenson Okan Semih Tezcan Pisut Thanomsah Allison Rae Van Diest Yu Wang Yechen Yuan Mohan Zhao Jai\·in Virendrakumar Patel Tranporwtion ancl ln{rastnicrnre E ngi neeri ng Abubakkar Siddique Engineering Management Passakom Smithinard Engineering Management Muhammad Sohaih Engineering Management Anurag Varanasi Tmnporrarion and Infrastructure E ngi nec:'ri ng Vishnuteja Reddy Vccramreddy Tranportation ancl ln[mstrncture Engineering 
Ching- han Wang Engineering Mcmag-emenc 
Cowtham Kumar Reddy Yakkaluri 
Tran/1ortation and Infrastructure Engineering 
Rahul Yaramavaripalli 
Chandrasckar 
Tranportation and Infrastructure Engineering 
Jeremy Edward Young Engineering Management 
Xiaoxu Zhu Environmental Engineering-
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Veera Sai Vrnkata Abishck Ponnapalli 
Ratna Tc Ja Sunkara 
Kulacleep Vi,wanadhapalli 
Zehua Wu 
Tianye Xu 
Yang Zhang 
Master of Arts in Journalism 
Ella McComas Curry 
Justin Robert DePamphilis 
Maxwell D. Hyman 
Amanda Sue Reesman 
Jessica Leigh Ross 
Haruka Yanagihara 
Master of Arts in Teaching 
Rachael Lea Bossie 
Hannah Grace Jarman 
Jennifer Kay Stephens 
Lisa Tomlin 
Master of Science 
Vijaya Saradhi Adapa Computer Science 
Nilam Ahmed Information S)·stems 
Rana Saleh A. Alghazi 
Information S1stems 
Marcie Ann Rachlcr Forensic Science 
O,wid Edward Rarrlett 
Hiomdiccd Sciences Hethany Estelle Rcuhring Athletic Training Anna Elizabeth Blanchard Exercise Science Trew1r M. Bobka Forensic Science Venkata Reddy Bogolu Information Systems Nicholas Blaine Rowden Health Care Administration Marissa Rochelle Bussard Foremic Science Beth Anne Carter Adult and Technical Education Amanda Lynne Chapman Ent'ironmencal Science Yuczhi Che Com/niter Scirnce Changqi Chen Com/mta Science 
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Yong Jin Cho Computer Science 
Adelee J. Choban Forensic Science 
Anthony Brent Church, ll Exercise Science 
David 13. Collins Human Resource Management 
Roy Timothy Cornelius Safety 
Praveen Kumar Dasappa Com/Juter Science 
Stephanie D. Davis Health Care Administration 
Joseph Anthony OeMaro, lll 
Forensic Science 
Andrew Michael DeMoss Athletic Training 
Mallory Jean Douthitt 
Biological Sciences 
Sri ha rs ha Dronam raju Computer Science 
Philippe J. A. Dumont Health Care Administration 
Cuylor Gene Edgell Exercise Science 
Monika Edla Computer Science 
Bethany Rose Elliott Dietetics 
Marshall Fink Health Care Administration 
Tao Gan 
Information Systems 
Satish Gandamuni Com/niter Science 
Jarrett Daniel Gerlach Health Care Admini.mation Pamela Ann Glover Health Care Administration Vikram Pasupathy Gopal Computer Science Christopher Clayton Lloyd Gue Physical and Applied Science Sreepadh Sai Gunta Computer Science Yanfei Guo Human Resource Management Ekaterina V. Gutsan Health Care Administration Timothy Keith Hagy Safety Elizabeth Marie Hammond Exercise Science Michael T. Hardt Technology Management Daniel Shane Harper Adult and Technical Education Shah Hassan Computer Science lzath Hendath Computer Science Lauren Taylor Hickman Sport Administration Kaitlin S. Huffman Forensic Science Kristen Anne James Forensic Science Jeanine Angela Janowski Forensic Science Rrittany Dawn Johnson Diological Science.\ Kayla Danae Johnson Criminal }uscice Chetan Kadali Compwer Science Yasaman Kahvaz Physical and Applied Science Kayalvizhi Kalaichelvan Computer Science Aravind Kumar Karpoorapu Computer Science Colin James Kennedy Health Care Administration Sandeep Kobaku Computer Science Narshimulu Kollam Computer Science Shanthipradh Nihal Kurre Computer Science Sindhu Kusampudi Computer Science Venbta Lakamana Computer Science Paige A. Lansky Environmental Science Chelsea J. Lawson Forensic Science Xiang Li Human Resource Management Yingzhuo Li Accountancy Wei-Chen Lien Human Resource Management Mary Rose Lipscomb Technology Management J iaxing Liu Computer Science Zhijie Liu Computer Science Andrew Jacob Lively Exercise Science Kai Luo Computer Science 
Tharun Manchika Computer Science fira<ly Allen Mangus Spcm Administration Jared Mattingly Exercise Science Philip K. Meadows Technology Management Rachel Marie Merino Health Care Administration athaniel Han·ey Millard Athletic Training Richard fi. Miller Biomedical Sciences Lee A. Moreland Environmental Science Paul Kendall Morrison Physical ancl Applied Science Dustin Lee Murphy Health Care Administration Cody Morgan ickell Safety Kasey Lynne Osborne Biological Sciences Robert F Pa rkcr, I II Human Resource Management Malm· Satishkumar Patel Health Care Administration Hcmchand Pattem Computer Science Jami Anne Patton Health Care Administration Deidra Renee Peters Ent'ironmental Science Shivani Pitta Computer Science Westley Ryan Pratt Health Care Administration Eric Grant Price Safety Jean Anne Pritt Health Care Administration Yuanzhe Qi Human Resource Management Nicole Marie Michael Rapino Forensic Science Stc,·en Thomas Reed Spore Administration Saad Ur Rehman Tec/1110/06,y Management Shelby Layne Reynolds Accounwnc')' Karlee Jo Rock Foremic Science Ste,·en Tyler Rogers Safety Samantha Rosalcna Human Resource Management Emily Kare Russell Forensic Science Nikhila Sambhangi Information Systems Keva! Mahendra Sanghavi Computer Science Drashti Atulkumar Shah Computa Science Manikanth Reddy Sheri Computer Science Gina Renee Sih-a Human Resource Management Michael Jonathan Smith Technology Management Chelsea Lynne ohyda Forensic Science Anthony Roberts Spano Health Informatics Cristina Sue Spicher Forensic Science Reyne M ichclle Spychalski Forensic Science Aaron Ray St.Clair Information Systems Adam Vincent Srour Exercise Science Adam Michael Straight Human Resource Management Robert Riley Strider Geography Bala Parameshwar Rao Tadikonda Computer Science Kyle Aaron Tasker Environmental Science Isaac Ciiorgis Teklcmichacl Environmental Science Scott T. Thiesfeldt Biomedical Sciences Opal Thongpccch Com/niter Science Zifeng Tian Computer Science Tammie Minh-Tam Tran Biomedical Sciences Thaddacus Stephen Tuggle Biological Sciences Pratyusha Tummala Computer Science Su Myat Noc Tun Com/Juter Science Nikhil Vatcipalli Computer Science Arun Vellalapalayam Sethuraman Computer Science 39 
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Vivek Viradia Computer Science Brandon Dave Walters Accountancy Joshua P. Westbrook Safety Celia Jess Whelan Forensic Science Micah R. Whirlow T,!Clmology Mcmagemen t Amanda A. Wilberg Forensic Science Jessa Rae Wilson Accountancy Samuel C. Wood l3iomedical Sciences Yijia Wu Health Care Administration Justin E. Wysong Technology Management Xiao Xiao Sport Administration Qirui Yang Computer Science Tianshu Yang Computer Science Yifon Yang Technology Management Xinyue Yao E1wironmenwl Science Ashwin Athrey Yellapantula Computer Science 
Master of Science in Nursing Ahayl)mi Abimbola Adeyi Hannah S. Andrew Jessica Elaine Bailey Amher Louise Bell Jordan Tyler Blevins Travis Rrenr Bowman Melissa M. Buckner Stephanie Lynn Butcher Sara L. Carlstrom Carrie Ann Chapman Jaleesa R. Claytor Staci Danielle Cummings Tiffany LeeAnn Curnutte Ashleigh Michelle Edmonds Ashley Nicole Epling Josephine Oluwayemisi Falasinnu Bonnie Katherine Herndon Jill M. Kapple Cynthia Leigh Lewis Sandra Lou Marrin Jeannie L. Music Sarah Michelle Payne Uma Maheswar Reddy Yeruva Information Systems Lei Yu Information Systems Xiaoyang Yu Computer Science Chenjing Zhang Human Resource Management Mengfei Zhang Computer Science Tianshi Zhang Safety Angela J. Phares Ashton Louise Pratt Danielle Grace Raines Deana Carol Richards Matthew Allen Ross Veronica Ashley Seligman Scottie A. Smith Christina F. Sr. Clair Matthew Bernhard Wagner W hitney Dean Watterson 
Graduate College 
Marshall University Doctoral Program 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 Candidates presented by Teresa R. Eagle, Dean, College of Education and Professional Development 
Doctor of Education Tracy Lynn Bradley Stephanie Adria Burdette Lori G. Comer Sarah Elizabeth Grose Elizabeth Anne Hoylman Bryan M. Pickens Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Dean, Graduate College 
Doctor of Management Practice in Nurse Anesthesia Ryan C. Bailey Amber Lynn Rusiek Luke Thuma� Canterbury Sherry Lynn Dalton Hannah icole Davis Trisha Kay Eaches Rohen Allan Fortney Garrett Wayne Fought Cori Elizabeth Golden Parthenia Jane Holly Chad Allen I lysell Joshua Allen Jordan Matt A. Kueckert Jie Li Isaac Nathaniel McCullough Victoria Lorraine Nester Dustin Lee Peaytt Jennifer Lee Pompa Laura Vickie Powers Adam I. Richards Kara Marie Riley Elizabeth Ann Robles Ryan V. Ross Hannah Charis Sparks Jessie Nicole Wells Sarah Hurd Williams Clara Wilson Tyler Clayton Withrow 
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School of Physical Therapy Candidates presented by Duanc Scott Davis, Chair, School of Physical T herapy 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 Tarah M. Babcock Brandon L. Brake Raymond Eugene Bryan Richard Ario Campbell icole C. Cave Coburn S. Clements Sunni Nicole Clyse Brian J. Coleman Brittany L. Dale Mark DcMornes Dadd B. Dixon McKen:ie , he,1 Emrick _ re,·en L. Faria Lindsay M. Fischer David Trey Fosburgh Hannah R. George Christian A. Goering Charles J. Gossett Taylor Ison Levi Alan Kerby Hannah H. Lankford Ryann E. Leslie Kevin M. Marchelletta Tyler D. Marshall Mallory J. Miller Puja Nagarsheth Christa Marie Park Colin Randall Pierce Rae Meredith Robert. Justin T. Sargent Danielle Shnfer Tyler S. Shamblin Jessica A. Sigmon August C. Sivak Larissa Shea Stacy Jaclyn Mnrie Strnh George W. Wannamab:r Christopher Yan 
Doctoral Dissertations Tracy Lynn Bradley Ed.D. - Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Linda Spatig A Leaming Model of Community Collaboration in West Virginia Stephanie Adria Burdette E<l.D. - Leadership Studies Dr. Loui Wam Lireracy Leaders: An Analysis of West VirginiCl Secondary School PrincipCll's Self-Reported Literacy Leadership Perceptions and Practices Lori G. Comer EJ.D. - Leadership tu<lies Dr. Louis Watts A Study of the WV Judges' Truancy Program Used in 8 WV Counties from 20 l 2-20 l 5 Sarah Eli:aberh Grose Ed.D. - Leadership tudics Dr. Louis Wans Princi/1al and Faculty Senate Chair Perce/nions of Faculty Senate Participation in Teacher Hiring in West Virginia School\ Elizabeth Anne Hoylman Ed.D. - Leadership Studies Dr. Bobbi Nicholson The Role of Evidence-Based Research in the Decision-Making Process as Perceived by Local Board of Education Members in West Virginia Bryan M. Pickens Ed.D. - Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Sam Sccurro The Perce/Jtions of College Foreign Language Students Concerning Their High School Foreign Language Preparation Kristccna Ray Wright Biomedical Sciences, Ph.D. Dr. Nalini Santanam The Role of Oxidation-Sensitive Nociception and EJ1igenetics in Endomerriosis-Associated Pain 
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Master's Thesis 
Jacoh Michael BirJ 
Music 
Dr. Vicki Srroeher Musical Representations of \.Y/ali \Y/hinnan's Poerr)' in Victorian England 
Christopher John Calton 
History 
Dr. Robert Dean Smoke and Silver: Money, Credit, and the Failure of Economic Viversification in Sevenceenth Century Virginia 
Jacob Whitaker Camp 
Psychology 
Dr. Brittany Canady The Ef ew of Ral>e Myth Acceprance, 13enevolent Sexism, Charanerological Self-13lame, and Behavioral I Self-Blame on Posccraumaric Scress VisorderSymfnom Severity 
Amanda Lynne Chapman 
Environmental Science 
Dr. Scott Simonton 
Dr. Mindy Armstead Changes in Benthic Macroinvercebrate Biodiversity following Low-Level Disturbance in a Southern \.Y/esr Virginia Watershed 
Angela Dawn Cockrell 
Psychology 
Dr. Keith &ard Familial Attitudes and Behaviors as Predicwrs of Transgenderism 
Andrew Michael DeMoss 
Athletic Training 
Dr. Mark Timmons The Assessment of Medial Stability of the Elbow Using Sonography andThree Clinical Tests 
Mallory Jean Douthitt 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Wendy Trzyna 
A Comparative Analysis of Stress Responses in Diverse Isolates of Acamhamoeba 
Hillary Louise Herold 
Mu ic 
Dr. Vicki Stroeher "United \Y/e'U \Y/in Our Stand": The Role of Focalization in Representing Solidarity in the Anthems of Three Concentration Camps Brittany Dawn Johnson Biological cience Dr. Wendy Trzyna Tran.sf ection of Acanthamoeba Castellanii w Detennine Funcrion of Mewcaspase in Encysnnent Christopher Lewis Leadingham History Dr. Kevin Barksdale Forging a BluegrassCommonwealth: The Kentucky Swreh1xxl Movement and the Politics of the Trans-Applacliian \.Y/est, 1783-1792 Victoria Ann LeJford Communication Studies Dr. Jill Underhill Examining Risk Perceptions and Efficacy for Healthy \Y/eighr Managemenc conong Appalachian College-Aged Studen!S: A Test and Extension of the Ri.,k-Perce/Jtion­Artinu:le Framework Jessica Shae Lewis English Dr. &.ib Hong An Introduction w Systemic Functional Grammar and ESL Text Analysis Nathaniel Harvey Millard Athletic Training Dr. Mark Timmons The Effects of Flexor Pronawr Mass Fatigue on Medial Elbow Scabilicy Seth Adam Nichols History Dr. Michael Woods Lee Us Bury and Forget: Civil \Y/ar Memory and Identity in Cabell County, \Vest Virginia, I 865-1915 Kasey Lynne Osborne Biological Sciences Dr. Anne Axel "Fence-Line" Contrast Soundscape Study of Forested Lands in Allegany Seate Park and Allegheny National Farese: Is There an Impact of Oil and Gas Development on an Easrem Forest Soundscape! Oluwaseun Elizabeth Otunuga Mathematics Dr. Alfred Akinsete Pareto Extended Weibull. (PE\Y/) Jacob A lcxan<ler RoJeheffer Mathematics Dr. Ellizabeth Niese The Combinatorics of Modified Macdonald Polynomial, William Tanner Smoot History Dr. Laura Michele Diener In the Com/xmy of Angels: Ex/;ressions of Personal Auwnomy, Authority, and Agency in Early Anglo-Saxon Monmricism Jacob Mathew Somers Music Dr. Vicki Stroeher The "Noble Savag-e" in American Literature and Music, I 790-1850 Scan Russell Sovine Mathematics Dr. Carl Mummert Weihrauch Reducihiliry and Finite-Dimensional Subspaces Robert Riley Stri<ler Geography Dr. Jamie Leonard A Spatio-T em/xffal Analysis of the ISi LZifcng Tian Computer Science Dr. Haroon Malik Discovering You Tube Videos: A You Tube Video Mctadata Crawler T haddaeus Stephen Tuggle Biological Sciences Dr. Jeff Kovatch Dr. Anne Axel Modeling Chloro/Jhyll Concentrations on the Ohio RiverUsing Remotely Sensed Data Xinyue Yao Environmental Science Dr. Asad Salem An Analysis for the Environmental Impact on the Emissions of the Carbon Dioxide and Methane for Offshore Natural Gas Liquefaction Plan!S in the U.S. Yang Zhang Mechanical Engineering Dr. lyad Hijazi A Simple Embedded Awm Potential for Palladium-Hydride 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine Doctor of Medicine and Doctor of Philosophy Degrees presenced Friday, May 5, 2017 during the investiture and Commencement Exercises at the Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center. Candidates presented by Joseph I. Shapiro, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 
Doctor of Medicine Michael Brian Andryka Oksana Aleksandrovna Bailiff Rohen Christopher Bowers Laura Gayle Burdette Lauren Michelle Burgunder Matthew Alan Burton Ryan David Carroll Jason Edward Childre s Justin Chuang Michael Thomas Clarke Hilary Katherine Cornell Kelsey Gabriela Cowen Rebecca Gwynn Creel Nathaniel Alen Crow Adam Richard Davis Sara Lyn Orr Dusing Carissa Michelle Elkins Dustin Steele Elswick Maria Espiridion Mobeen Farooq Rashi Anne Fischer Frank Fiachie Fofie Yemsrach Yirga Gami Laura Mae Given 
Doctor of Philosophy Taha Ahmad Rachel Ann Murphy Kristeena Ray Wright Justin Michael Godby Christina Renee Graley Corey Alexander Hamilton Ni a Hatami James Edward Hatten Aaron Andrew Heaberlin Kenton Lawrence Hess April Elizabeth Hoffman Nafeeza Hussain Kristen Elyse Hyberg Bibek Joshi Danny Ryann Justice Daniel Scott Kahn Joshua Haun Kim Matthew Brian LaRoe David Ray Lewis Evan Jeffrey Madden Eamonn Emerson Maher Erika Ryan Maynard Thomas John Melvin Matthew Thomas Meriweather Jacob Lloyd Miller Vivian Marie Minkemeyer Yusif Mohammed Brandon Thomas Nelson Akhil Kiran Patel Benjamin Arthur Perrin Mark Joshua Peterson Phillip Andrew Prusack Maxwell Ballard Randall Philip Arthur Riley, IV Pooja Navnit Sangani Laura Ann Scie ·zka Rich,ml Asher Sexton , andra Mary henouda Abigail E. Smith Kasey Danielle Stickler Morgan Catherine Stickler Cody Alan Stover Amanda Jane Stratton Pritee Taxak Matthew David Thompson Divya Vangala Troy Jacob Wallace Courtney Diane Wellman Joseph Charles Wilson Michelle Marie Worthy Yueting Yang 
45 
46 School of Pharmacy Doctor of Pharmacy Degrees presente<l Thursday, May 4, 2017 during rhe investiture and Commencement Exercises at the Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center. Candidates presente<l by Kevin W. Yingling, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2017 Doctor of Pharmacy Andrew Dylan A<lkins Omar Ahmed Steven Blake Arnold Heather Augustine Courtney Danielle Barker Kathryn Marie Barnett Brandon Thomas Bickfor<l Rachael Biliter Rachel K. Blackburn Herbert Wayne Butterbaugh Ahigail V. Calvin Eli:aheth Ann Canterbury Heather R,1e Carico Rong Chen Robert Hugh Clapp Tyler Brandt Clay Aly�sa Devin Cottrill Erick Jor<lan Croaff Ashley R. Deaton Benjamin George Fredrick Amanda Gethnrnnn Makenzie Elisabeth Green Rachel Moriah Gregory Ann-Elizabeth Hancock Laura Elizabeth Hensley Yanick . Hick Catherine Brooke Higgins Ian B. Holt Bodie Lee John on Randall Ellis Johnson Luan Q. Le Eric Thomas Lewandowski Marina Mickael Taylor Brooke Mills Michael Scott Mioduszewski , Jr. Matthew Barrett Misorski Eric Morris James P. Nguyen John Lam Binh guyen Khoa D. Nguyen Harriet Oduro Ampratwum Owusu Staci N. Parsons Thuy Thi Thu P ham A�hley icole Randolph l\'ana Catriona Rmiek Julic1 Roun<ls Mollie M. Roush Narh,1n G. Sansom Halie Alexandra Scofield Ju�tin Gregory Simpkins Eric Tod<l Slayton Kelsey Lynn Sproles Lydia Nicole Stover Amber Star Tippens Dylan James Tomblin Nhan V. Tran Jes ·ica Sue Vansickle Erik teven Vint Lauren Waterford Caitlin Marie Welch Krystal R. Wicker Brooke Madyson Williamson Sarah LeeAnn Wolfe Hannah oelle Yankey 
9:00 a.m. Ceremony Big Sandy Superstore Arena 
Guest Seating 
Memorial Blvd. 
GATE A 
Third Avenue 
Main Entrance 
47 
48 2:00 p.m. Ceremony Big Sandy Superstore Arena GATE F Guest Seating Main Entrance Third Avenue 
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